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To all, whon, it may concern:
Be it known that I; ERNEST P. WARNER, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Chi
cago, in the county of Cook and State of Illi
nois, have invented a certain new and useful
Improvement in Electric Elevator - Control
lers, (Case No. 53,) of which the following is
a full, clear, concise, and exact description,
reference being had to the accompanying
drawings, forming a part of this specification.
My invention relates to an electric elevator
controller, and its object is to produce a con
trollerby which an electric motor may be con
trolled from the elevatol-car to raise or lower
the car or to vary its speed.
My invention consists of an arrangement
of cams and cam-guides for Operating a re

versing - switch and a variable rheostat, to
gether with various details of construction
hereinafter described.
My invention will be more readily under
stood by reference to the accompanying draw
ings, in whichm
Figure is an elevation of the apparatus in
the position which it occupies when the ele
vator-car is at rest. Fig. 2 is a similar view
showing the shaft turned through ninety de
grees in a right-handed direction, the dash
pot being shown in section. Fig. 3 is a view
of the dash-pot, showing the shell in section
and a partial sectional view of the plunger,

right or left the connecting-rod will descend
through the action of the dash-pot, and when 55
the cam shall have moved to a position at
right angles to its vertical position the con
necting-rod will occupy its position of lowest
travel.
To the connecting-rod c', and preferably at
the upper end thereof, Suitable connections
are made With the contact-arm of a rheostat,
such that when the connecting-rod occupies
its position of highest travel all of the resist
ance of said rheostat. Will be cut in, and will
be cut out in proportion as the camb is moved
to permit the connecting-rod to descend.
When the connecting-rod shall have de
scended to its lowest position, all of the re
sistance of said rheostat will have been cut
Out.

I preferably make the contact-arm in the
form of a bell-crank, to the arm d of which
I attach the end of the connecting-rod. As
the contact-arm moves Over the terminals of
the rheostat the connecting-rod will oscillate
back and forth, due to the horizontal dis
placement of the end of the arm d'. It is evi
dent, however, that the contact-arm may be
attached to the connecting-rod in a variety
of ways.

To the lower end of the connecting-rod c'
is attached the shell h of the dash-pot. This
shell is in the form of a cylinder closed at
the valve being shown in the position it as the top, and is adapted to slide upon a cy
sumes when the shell is in the act of ascend lindrical standard or plunger , whose exter
ing. Fig. 4 is a view of the dash-pot, show nal diameter is somewhat less than the inter
ing the means of attaching the plunger to the nal diameter of the shell h. The end of the
connecting - rod. Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic rod c' is preferably bifurcated and the arms
view of the electrical connections, a portion of the fork pivotally attached to the shell h.
of the resistance of the rheostat being shown The plunger i is hollow and is provided at
as cut out. Fig. 6 is a plan View of the Valve the top with a porti", which is normally closed
of the dash-pot.
by a valve *. This valve I preferably make
The shaft C. carries a Camb, which is adapted of a flexible plate or strip i, as of leather or
to engage with a cam-guide c carried upon a rubber, fastened to One side of the port by
connecting-rod c'. The connecting-rod c' is screws i, and carrying upon its upper face a
attached at its lower end to the shell of the block of rigid material. When the plunger
45 dash-pot, so that the tendency of the connect h, ascends the density of the air within the
ing-rod is to move to its position of lowest shell and above the plunger will be de
travel, and it will do so, except when re creased and the pressure of the external air
strained from such motion by the action of will open the valve i by bending the flexible
the camb upon the cam-guide c. When the strip between the screws i' and the blocki,
SO cam to occupies such a position that its maxi as shown in Fig. 3. When the shell has
mum radius is vertical and extending up reached its position of uppermost travel, its
Ward, the connecting-rod c' will be in its interior will be filled with air of atmospheric
highest position. If the cambe turned to the pressure. As the shell descends the valve
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i° closes upon its seat and prevents escape of armature to cause the same to l'evolve in all

the air through the port i. The only means
of escape for the air is now through the annu
lar passage between the exterior cylindrical
surface of the plunger i and the interior cy
lindrical surface of the shellh, caused by the
difference in the external diameter of the
plunger and the internal diameter of the
shell, or by means of adjustable cock I,
IC) which may be placed at any point in the up
per portion of the shell. The force causing
the shell to descend is its own weight and
that of the connecting-rod, and the means
for escape of the inclosed air being limited
the air Will act as a cushion and insure the
gradual and steady descent of the shell, and
the contact-arm of the rheostat will be moved
smoothly over the terminal points. Upon
the shaft (t, is also mounted a came, prefer
ably in the form of an eccentric. A connect
ing-rod e is attached by one end to the eccen
tric by means of a strap e', and at the other
end is suitably connected with a reversing
switch g. The switch g I preferably make
25 in the form of two pivoted levers having their
free ends connected by an insulated cross
bar, to the end of which is attached the con
necting-rode'. Upon either side of each lever
is a terminal point with which said levers are
adapted to engage, the terminals e e' being
connected to one side of the feeding-circuit
35

45

55

opposite direction. The calms and connec
tions are so adjusted that when the shaft (t is
rotated the levers of the switch will make con
tact with a pair of terminals before the con
tact-arm of the rheostat leaves the first tel'-

minal thereof, so that current may be sent
through the armature while all of the resist
ance of the rheostatis in circuit. As the shaft
is further rotated, resistance is cut out While
the switch-levers continue to move over the
terminal points. By making the can that
actuates the leversing-lever in the form of all
eccentric the maximum velocity is imparted
to the switch-levers at the time of starting,
thus closing the circuit through the armature
quickly, while further rotation of the shaft
causes a slower motion of the Switch-level's
over the terminals. This arrangement of the
cccentric also insures a quick break of the
armature-circuit at the time of stopping.
The elevator-car being at rest at the bottom
of the shaft, and the controlling apparatus
being in the position shown in Fig. 1, all of
the resistance of the rheostatis in circuit with
the armature, and the circuit through the air
mature is open at the reversing-switch. The
operator upon the car pulling upon the hand
rope rotates the shaft (t, say, to the right. This
rotation of the shaft Cl, first moves the Switch
levers through a sufficient distance to close
and the terminals an in to the other. The the circuit through the almature of the motor
level's are connected to the al'mature-circuit to send current through the same in a direc
and form the terminals thereof, the circuit tion to cause the armature to revolve to hoist
being from one lever through the rheostat the car, but the total resistance of the rheo
and arnature to the other lever. When the stat being now in circuit with the al'mature
levers occupy an intermediate position, the the late of rotation thereof will be small, so
circuit through the armature will be open, that the speed of the car will be low. If the
and when they are moved to the right circuit shaft a be further rotated to the right, resist
will be closed through the armature in one ance will be cut out of the armature-circuit
direction, and when moved to the left it will and, supposing the load constant, the rate of
be closed in the opposite direction.
rotation of the almature will increase. When
It will be seen that by rotating the shaft a the shaft has been turned through about
in either direction the connecting-rod c' will ninety degrees and the shell has completed
act to cut out the resistance, so that the speed its descent, all of the resistance of the rheo
of the motor and consequently of the elevator stat will have been thrown out of the arma
car will depend upon the angle that the cam ture-circuit and the speed of the car will be a
to makes with the vertical. The eccentric e maximum. When the operator desires to stop
being set upon the shaft so that its maximum the car, the shaft is rotated to the left to its
radius is perpendicular to the axis of the con original position, the circuit through the al
necting-rode' when the switch-levers occupy mature being thus opened and the car is
an intermediate position between the termi brought to rest.
nal points, any motion of the shaft in one di When it is desired to descend, the shaft is
rection or the other Will act to cause said le rotated to the left to close the circuit through
vers to make contact With One pair of termi the armature of the motol to send current ill
mals; but if the shaft be rotated in one direc an opposite direction, whereby the at'mature
tion a current will be sent through the arma will rotate in a direction to lower the cal'.
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ture in a definite direction, and if it be rotated As the shaft is further rotated l'esistance is I 25
in the other direction the current will travelse cut out of the armature-circuit to increase

the armature in the opposite direction. Thus the speed of the car. The cal' is brought to
while rotation of the shaft in either direction rest by rotating the shaft back to its original
will always cause a cutting out of resistance position.
of the rheostat rotation in One direction will
In Figs. 1 and 2 the pulley 7, mounted rig
cause the current to travel'se the armature to idly on the shaft (t, is adapted to be rotated
cause the same to rotate in a definite direction, by the cord O, which is arranged to be within
while a rotation of the shaft in the opposite easy reach of the operator upon the car at all
direction will reverse the current through the times. I do not wish to limit myself to this
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precise mode of communicating rotary motion ried upon said shaft, a connecting-rod at
tached at One end to said eccentric by a strap,
a reversing-switch, connection between said,7o
connecting-rod and said switch, whereby the
electric motor actuating said elevator - car
chanical connection between the motor and may be controlled, substantially as described.
the elevator-car, as that does not constitute an 4. The combination. With a shaft, the rota
essential feature of my invention and as any tion of which may be controlled by the opera
Well-known method of making such connec tor in an elevator-car, of a cam mounted upon
O tion may be employed.
said shaft, a connecting-rod carrying a guide
An important feature of my invention is adapted to engage with said cam, a dash-pot
the construction of the rheostat and the con connected to the end of said connecting-rod,
nection with the case h of the dash-pot in a rheostat contact-arm, connection betWeen.
Such a manner that the resistance of the said arm and the end of said connecting-rod,
rheostat may be gradually or instantaneously an eccentric mounted upon said shaft, a COn
introduced into circuit at the will of the op necting-rod attached at One end to said eccen
erator, but it can be withdrawn only gradu tric by a strap, a reversing-SWitch and con
ally, the withdrawal being accomplished by hections between said Switch and said con
the gradual descent by gravity of the case h. necting-rod, whereby the electric motor actu
The rate of descent of case h may be ad ating said elevator-car may be controlled, Sub
justed as desired by opening or closing the stantially as described.
air-cock k. The result of this operation is 5. The combination with the shafta, thero
that when the car is first started, no matter tation of which may be controlled by the op
how suddenly the position of the cam b is erator in an elevator-car, of a camb mounted
25 changed from vertical to horizontal, the mo thereon, connecting-rod c', guide c carried
tour is not at Once called upon to operate the thereon, casing h of the dash-pot attached to
elevator at full speed, but on the contrary the end of said rod c', rheostat contact-arm
the car starts slowly and gradually acquires d carrying an arm d", to which is attached 95
its full speed, thus avoiding jar, undue strain the end of rod c', eccentric e mounted upon
on cables, and loss of energy. At the same the shaft a, connecting-rod e attached to
time the car may be gradually slowed down said eccentric by straps, and Switchg, whereby
while ascending or descending.
the electric motor actuating said elevator-car
IIaving described my invention, I claim as may be controlled, Substantially as described. IOO
new and desire to secure by Letters Patent 6. In a mechanism for actuating the con
35 1. In an electric elevator-controller, the tact-arm of a rheostat, the combination. With
combination with a shaft, the rotation of a rotatable shaft, of a cam mounted thereon,
which may be controlled by the operator in a connecting-rod carrying a guide for said cam
an elevator-car, of cams mounted upon said connected by one end with said contact-arm,
shaft, the contact-arm of a rheostat, a revers a dash-pot connected to said connecting-rod,
ing-switch, and linkage between said cams whereby said rod is given a tendency to move
and said contact-arm and said switch respect in a direction to operate said contact-arm, sub
ively, whereby the electric motor actuating stantially as described.
said elevator-car may be controlled, substan 7. In the actuating mechanism of a variable O
tially as described.
rheostat the combination. With a cam, of a con
45 2. In a controller for electric elevator's, the necting-rod adapted to be moved in one direc
combination with a shaft, the rotation of tion by Said cam and an adjustable dash-pot
which may be controlled by the operator in adapted to regulate the rate of movement of
an elevator-car, of a calm mounted upon said said connecting-rod in the other direction, II5
shaft, a rheostat contact-arm, linkage, be substantially as described.
tween said cam and said contact-arm, an ec 8. The combination with a cylindrical
centric mounted upon said shaft, a connect standard provided With a port in its upper
ing-rod attached by one end to said eccentric end in communication with the external air,
by means of a strap, a leversing-SWitch and of a valve adapted to close Saidport, a plunger
connection between said connecting-rod and in the form of a cylinder open at one end
55 said switch, whereby the electric motor actu adapted to work upon said standard, the di
ating said elevator-car may be controlled, ameter of said standard being somewhat less
Substantially as described.
than the internal diameter of said cylindrical
3. In a controllier for electric elevators, the plunger, whereby a limited escape for the in I 25
combination with a shaft, the rotation of which closed air is provided and a cushion formed
may be controlled by the operator in an ele to the descent of the plunger, substantially
Vator-car, of a cam mounted upon said shaft, as described.
a connecting-rod carrying a guide adapted to In witness whereof Ihereunto subscribe my
engage With Said Cam, a rheostat contact-arm, name this 8th day of October, A. D. 1892.
connection between Said contact-arm and Said
ERNEST P, WARNER.
connecting-rod, means for giving to said con Witnesses:
necting-rod a tendency to move in a direction
W. CLYDE JONES,
GEORGE. T. CRAGG,
to operate the contact-arm, an eccentric car
to the shaft Cl, from the car, as it is obvious
many other means may be employed besides
the cord and pulley shown.
I do not deem it necessary to show the me

